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WIC Celebra tes
Its Tenth Anniversary
Nutrition and health professionals
throughout the country will be celebrating the tenth anniversary of the
WIC program this month.

··••····•··

Ten years ago, the Special Supplemental Food Program for Women,
Infants, and Children began as a
pilot project at a few selected sites.
Today, the program is operated by
some 1,500 local agencies at more
than 7,000 sites .

··•·····•··

In this issue, we visit a number of
these local agencies and meet some
of the people who make WIC work
so well. We also meet some of the
mothers and children who have
benefitted from WIC, including
some of the very earliest participants.
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WIC
Celebrate s
Its Tenth
Anniversa ry
This month marks the tenth anniversary of the Special Supplemental
Food Program for Women, Infants,
and Children, popularly known as
WIC.
To celebrate this milestone in the
history of one of USDA's best regarded programs, the Department is
joining state health departments
across the nation in saluting more
than 100 WIC administrators and
nutritionists for their exceptional
contributions to serving people.
These local operators, selected by
their state agencies, are receiving
special certificates to honor their
achievements.
The Department recognizes the
outstanding achievements of all
local program operators, without
whose help WIC would never have
touched so many lives so effectively.
With vision, creativity, and diligence,
thousands of dedicated men and
women have worked at the community level to provide needed food
assistance to our country's most
nutritionally vulnerable grouplow-income pregnant and postpartum
women, infants, and young children .
Working under the general guidance of state and federal administrators, it has been the local WIC
administrators and nutrition professionals who have had the greatest
impact on the evolution of WIGdeveloping it from the idea phase
2
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first conceived by Congress, to a
food assistance program remarkable
both in its degree of personalized
nutrition aid as well as in its ability
to produce measurable improvements in the nutritional status of its
clients.

u·
lllq118 features ...
WIC is unique among all the federally administered food assistance
programs. It's the only food program
that provides individually tailored
food packages along with nutrition
education to a specific audience in a
health care setting.
Congress had a very special target
group in mind when it first funded
WIC as a 2-year pilot project in September 1972 under Public Law 92433. A growing awareness of the link
between malnutrition and physical
and mental development fostered
concern on the lawmakers' part that
the nation's low-income women and
children might not be receiving the
nutrition assistance they needed
during critical phases of development. '
In spite of the food programs already available in the 60's and early
?O's, research suggested that many
women, infants, and young children
were lacking in vital nutrients.
Accordingly, Congress targeted the

pilot program to provide special supplemental foods to low-income pregnant and lactating women and children to age 4 whom competent
health professionals found to be at
nutritional risk. This established at
the outset that WIC food assistance
would be closely tied to medical evaluation and health care services.
The WIC foods themselves were
to be prescribed on an individual
basis to meet recipients' specific
health needs. They would be carefully selected to provide the vitamins,
minerals, and other nutrients that
had been found lacking in the diets
of mothers and babies.
Furthermore, Congress hoped to
see the WIC program go beyond simply distributing supplemental foods
on a one-to-one basis. The lawmakers envisioned nutrition education as a key service provided to
program participants-a service
which could enable recipients to
establish better food habits to last a
lifetime.
From the start, WIC was to have
an evaluation component. Results
were to be measured, with participants' health status evaluated longitudinally.
Today's WIC program has built
upon and refined all of these features. The target group has been
expanded to include children up to
age 5, with benefits especially directed
Food and Nutrition
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toward pregnant women and infants,
who are particularly vulnerable to
the effects of inadequate nutrition.
Available WIC foods have increased
in number and variety, and the WIC
food packages have been increased
from two to six.
Administrative funds are now earmarked for nutrition education purposes, enabling state and local program managers to devote greater
staff and resources to this effort.
Finally, advancements in health
screening, research, and evaluation
have greatly contributed to the body
of knowledge pertaining to the nutrition and health status of low-income
mothers and children. This knowledge is being used today to improve
the effectiveness of the WIC program
-and WIC participants are the chief
beneficiaries.

!IHealth spin-offs...
WIC has produced some unexpected benefits that have delighted
nutrition and health professionals.
The availability of free supplemental foods has drawn many lowincome women into the health services system and helped make regular
health care part of their lives. Participating mothers are now much more
conscious of the value of preventive
care and the need to protect their
children's health before they
become ill.
Pregnant women are now seeking
prenatal care significantly earlier

St. Helen's is a rural area, with just
than 10 years ago. Many local WIC
administrators say they see expectant a single town (population: 600), and
many families didn't have refrigerators.
mothers as early as the second or
As a consequence, it wasn't uncomthird month now, as opposed to the
mon, Lee says, for families to feed
eighth or ninth month 10 years ago.
Breastfeeding, generally unpopular newborn babies a diet of dry cocoa
mixed with water.
among low-income women during
Nutrition education was not by
the past decade or so, is experiencing
a revival in popularity thanks in part . itself enough to change the diets of
the parishioners. No one had the
to efforts by WIC nutritionists.
And, infants and children on WIC
money to purchase the foods they
are not only experiencing better
really needed, and this was taking
its toll on their health. Infants and
health, but they're also learning better food habits from childhood.
children, in particular, were very
anemic. After thinking it over, Lee
decided to fight for a program for St.
WIC administrators
Helen's Parish. She appealed to the
state health department and convinced
a decade of progreSEl them to add one more project area
to the nine they had previously
New Year's 1974 is a day WIC
selected.
manager Dorothy Kolodner
Today, Lee says, you can really
remembers vividly. Hospitalized for
see a difference in the nutritional
surgery that morning, she recalls
status of the parish's babies. Not
hearing the excited voices of two
only are they much less anemic, but
close friends as she came out of the
when WIC children enter first and
recovery room. They had great news second grade, teachers are noticing
for her that just couldn't waita big difference in their learning
Kolodner's proposal to test the pilot
ability.
WIC program in Allegheny County,
Allegheny County and St. Helen's
Pennsylvania, had been approved.
Parish were just two of the more
The previous July, Kolodner had
than 250 project areas approved to
spotted a Federal Register notice
start WIC programs in 1973 and
inviting communities to take part in
197 4. These approved areas were in
the pilot WIC project. She was
45 states, Puerto Rico, and the
working as a nutritionist at the time
Virgin Islands.
at a maternity hospital, and was
Today's WIC program, funded at
aware that many expectant and new more than $1 billion annually,
mothers were having difficulty afreaches nearly 3 million participants
fording an adequate diet.
at more than 7,000 clinic sites. Fifty
Kolodner knew the WIC supplestates participate in WIC, as do 31
mental foods would be a godsend, if tribal bands and organizations, Puerto
the county health department could
Rico, the Virgin Islands, Guam, and
just win approval for a pilot in the
the District of Columbia. Each comPittsburgh area. It did, and the rest
munity has further adapted the
is history. Since the Allegheny project program to serve its own local
began with a caseload of 11,000 par- needs, so the program has grown
ticipants and two basic food packnot only in size, but in experience
ages, more than 70,000 women,
as well.
infants, and children have been
helped by WIC's supplemental foods
meets the
and special nutrition services.
Many of today's WIC managers
needs of many
have been with the program since it
began in 1974.Theyrecountexpe~
iences similar to Dorothy Kolodner's, different communities
and of fighting hard to win approval
as pilot project areas.
In 10 years, the WIC program has
In St. Helen's Parish, Louisiana,
evolved to serve its clientele with
WIC administrator Elizabeth Lee
creativity and sensitivity. Urban prorecalls that the state had made its
grams differ from rural programs,
selection of nine project areas to
and the food habits, preferences,
take part in the pilot. St. Helen's
and needs of participants vary from
Parish was not among them. But Lee community to community.
felt there was a great need for the
In Gary, Indiana, low-income
supplemental food program, especially mothers start their babies on solids
for infants born in the parish.
much sooner than health experts ad-

tecall

WIC

January 1984
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vise. "Moms have the perception
that a big baby is a healthy baby, so
they start them on solids as soon as
2 to 4 weeks after birth," says WIC
coordinator Edwanna Webb.
The WIC staff explain why too
much weight gain is unhealthy and
encourage mothers to delay the
introduction of cereals until their
babies are 4 to 6 months old.
In Puerto Rico, however, WIC nutritionists have to "pull out all the
stops" to persuade clients to eat the
food package cereals at all. There
the emphasis is placed on using
cereals as part of other dishes, and
the WIC staff use food demonstrations and recipes to show mothers
how cereals can become tasty additions to their children's meals.
In some communities, grocers
have gotten involved in helping WIC
participants buy and prepare healthful meals. In Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,
for instance, the Giant Eagle chain
agreed to work with the county health
department as part of a USDA-sponsored demonstration project.
4
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In an 18-month storewide campaign called "Keeping the Cost of
Eating Down," flyers, demonstration
booths, and call-in hotlines were
used to help area WIC participants
improve their nutritional status.
In meeting the needs of migrants,
a number of WIC offices use special
scheduling arrangements to accommodate the migrant workers' need
for flexible clinic hours . Because
migrant workers are often called to
work on short notice, they frequently
miss regularly scheduled visits to
WIC clinics. To help migrants come
in for visits at unscheduled times,
WIC clinics in Miami leave open
space in their afternoon schedules
for walk-in appointments.
When transportation is a problem,
home visits are sometimes the best
way to meet with clients. In rural
Louisiana, for instance, there is no
mass transportation to help clients
get to clinics. So, nutritionists in
some parishes make selective
home visits.
Many WIC managers, such as

those in Missouri and Kentucky, find
they can serve participants better by
"co-locating" with public health facilities and using an integrated service
approach to meet the needs of their
clientele. By placing WIC certification
and issuance activities under the
same roof with the medical and

·, ' After 10 years, we're still
discovering ways to integrate
new ideas into what we're
trying to do. Mothers sense
the sincerity and feel we're
doing something positive... because, really, we're building
on a very old idea. One that
says, 'I care about you enough
to share my food. , ,
-Dorothy Kolodner, Allegheny
County, Pennsylvania

Food and Nutrition
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health screening services offered by
local health departments, administrators in both programs find they
can broaden and streamline the
scope of their services.
In Missouri, for instance, local
health offices can count on frequent, regular visits from WIC
clients who must come in monthly
to pick up their WIC vouchers. Participants who would not ordinarily
make an effort to bring in their
babies for regular immunizations
find it easy to combine a doctor visit
with a stop off to pick up their
vouchers.
Wherever WIC clinics are located,
administrators and nutritionists
make the program work so that it
uniquely fits with local needs.

Nutrition education
is a crucial part of
the local agency's job

\

In many respects, the heart of the
WIC program is its nutrition education component . In the early years,
local administrators managed the
best they could to perform this important job. Staffing was limited,
and administrative money was scarce.
But in 1975, P.L. 94-105 amended
earlier legislation to permit program
managers to use administrative
monies for nutrition education purposes . In 1978, the law was changed
again-this time requiring at least
one-sixth of each state's administrative expenses be spent for nutrition
education .
Over the past 10 years, program
administrators have been able to devote increasingly more staff time
and resources to providing their
clients with nutrition counseling. WIC
managers feel that the nutrition information and preventive health care
provided to clients is crucial in
helping them achieve lasting longterm benefits.
In today's WIC program, local
agencies provide nutrition education
to mothers, expectant mothers, the
caretakers of participating children,
and to the children themselves whenever possible. WIC nutritionists strive
to teach the relationship between
good nutrition and good health, help
participants develop better food
habits, and show participants how to
make the best use of the WIC foods
to supplement their diets. WIC cliniJanuary 1984
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* * Highlights of WIC History * *
*

January 15, 1974 was the day the
first WIC site officially opened. But
WIC history began in September
1972, when the original WIC legislation, Public Law 92-433, authorized
the program to operate on a pilot
basis for 2 years. Some key dates in
WIC history are:

*

July 1973
USDA issues regulations requesting
applications from agencies interested
in operating the program.

*

December 1979
USDA sponsors a national forum
on program management, bringing
together WIC directors from all state
agencies to discuss state-level
administrative issues. The meeting,
held in Albuquerque, also includes
state directors of the Commodity
Supplemental Food Program
(CSFP), another federal food program serving mothers and children.

*

April 1980
Special grants are awarded to state
agencies to serve an influx of IndaChinese refugees.

November 1973
Public Law 93-150 authorizes WIC
through fiscal year 1975. The law
also allows Indian tribes, bands, or
August 1980
groups recognized by the Department Wyoming is the last state to enter
of Interior or the Indian Health Ser- the program.
vice to act as their own state
agencies.
December 1980
Public Law 96-499 extends WIC
through fiscal year 1984.
January 1974
The first WIC program opens in
Pineville, Kentucky.
January 1981
A second national meeting provides
a forum for WIC and CSFP state
October 1975
Public Law 94-105 continues WIC
agency directors to share informathrough fiscal year 1978. The law
tion on food delivery systems.
sets a new age limit for children,
allowing them to participate up to
June 1981
their fifth birthday. It also increases
Washington, D.C., begins serving
state administrative funds to 20 per- participants.
cent of the federal funds provided
by USDA.
May 1983
Guam begins serving participants.
For the first time, nutrition education and start-up expenses become
February 1984
allowable administrative costs. The
A national meeting sponsored by the
law also establishes the National
National Association of State WIC
Advisory Council on Maternal, InDirectors provides a forum for state
fant, and Fetal Nutrition.
agency directors to discuss program
issues.
November 1978
Public Law 95-627 extends WIC
Eighty-five state agencies currently
through fiscal year 1982. The law
operate the program. They include:
establishes income guidelines, reagencies in all 50 states; 31 Indian
quires each state agency to spend
agencies; and agencies in Washno less than one-sixth of its adminington, D.C., Puerto Rico, the Virgin
istrative funds for nutrition educaIslands, and Guam.
tion activities, and includes state
plan requirements.
Working with these state agencies
are approximately 1,500 local
agencies and 7,100 clinics.
April 1979
Special grants are awarded to state
agencies to serve migrants.

*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*

*

*

5
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cians also counsel pregnant women
on the benefits of breastfeeding.
Some groups of WIC participants
need extra assistance and understanding. Pregnant teenagers, for
example, are often at the greatest nutritional risk, due to poor eating
habits. Low income further compounds the problem, making it even
more difficult for these young
women to obtain adequate diets.
Barbara Toth, a WIC nutrition consultant overseeing the program in 15
Pennsylvania counties, says her nutritionists use 24-hour recall sheets
to help encourage their young
clients to keep working at improving
their diets between visits to the clinic.
Because pregnant teens often fear
the weight gain that accompanies
pregnancy, the clinic staff also uses
visual aids and booklets to reassure
teens that it's important to eat well
and gain weight "for the baby."
In some communities, WIC teens
are among the most receptive clients
to nutrition counseling. Breastfeeding, for instance, has caught on
especially well among teenage
mothers in Puerto Rico. "Younger
mothers are more motivated to
breastfeed than older mothers," says
Maria de los Angeles Dias, of Puerto
Rico's state agency. "They're very
interested in all the new techniques
in infant feeding. It's the fashion. "
To encourage breastfeeding,

many WIC clinics in Puerto Rico
hold group meetings where they
have breastfeeding mothers come
talk about their experiences.
Sometimes they invite guest
speakers from national or local
organizations.
Program managers have found
WIC participants themselves a great
source of ideas for nutrition education programs. In many communities,
WIC nutritionists ask clients for
feedback on program efforts.
"We solicit responses from 5 percent of our caseload on a nutrition
education form," says Barbara Toth.
"The form explains to cliehts what
nutrition education is and asks them
what they'd like more of-films,
group classes, etc." Using evaluation forms helps clinics adapt
their nutrition education efforts to
make them more useful and acceptable to clients.

WIC gets results
In just a decade, the WIC program
has significantly improved the
health and nutritional status of millions of women and children. A vital
testimony to the efficacy of WIC can
be seen in the babies born to WIC
mothers. Numerous studies, including one published by the Massachusetts Department of Health in 1981,

showed positive trends in the reduction of both neonatal mortality and
in the incidence of low birth weight.
Low birth weight has long been
associated with a higher frequency
of developmental abnormalities, increased medical costs and longer
hospital stays. An evaluation prepared for the Harvard School of Public Health in 1979 suggests that WIC
is cost-effective in terms of its potential to reduce medical costs
associated with low birth weight.
Some studies show infants and
children participating in WIC have
decreased rates of anemia and accelerated rates of growth. And, research
published in 1982 in the American
Journal of Public Health has suggested that WIC may also be contributing to improved mental performance by participants.
Testimonials from hundreds of
local administrators and other
health professionals also speak of
WI C's ability to get results. According
to Dr. Alvin Mauer, medical director
of St. Jude's Research Hospital in
Memphis, virtually everyone who is
close to the program feels that WIC
has been effective in achieving what
it set out to do.
"WIC has been extremely well received by participants, has received
high marks from administrators, and
is seen as an effective mechanism
by Congress if you look at its
funding history," he says.

Effective management
gets WIC benefits
to those who need them
In the past decade, WIC has grown
to a more than $1 billion program
serving nearly 3 million participants.
This rapid expansion has demanded
an equally rapid increase in the level
of sophisticated management
needed to oversee growing caseloads and budgets.
Because WIC is a fixed grant program, the number of clients that can
be served is dependent upon the efficient management of limited resources. Because of this, WIC administrators have been quick to employ
the latest management tools to ensure
that funds are used to the maximum
benefit.
For instance, in Dade County,
Florida, as many as 12,000 participants are served each month in 14
6
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clinics. In this large urban project
area, three full-time specialists are
employed to attend exclusively to
financial matters and internal auditing, giving the local WIG administrator, Denise West, excellent control
over the program's operation.
In sparsely populated, rural areas
like much of Alaska, administrative
dollars are extremely tight, and WIG
managers like Joan Pelto make
heavy use of volunteer help and the
mail to bring WIG to 1,500 rural participants spread out over one-half
million acres of land.
The state's high cost-of-living and
travel costs would make many administrative functions very difficult
to carry out without the dedication
and ingenuity of the program's
administrators.
Administrators in all parts of the
country are looking for ways to
improve service to clients, while
halting any abuses that may be discovered. Many states and communities have found ways to use computers to protect their clients' food
benefits as well as their health.
For example, computers are currently being used in many areas of
the country to identify grocers who
are overcharging WIG customers for
food package items, accepting WIG
vouchers in exchange for ineligible
items, or illegally engaging in discounting WIG vouchers. WIG managers have found computerized vendor
monitoring very effective in keeping
program monies from getting into
the wrong hands, since dishonest
vendors can now be promptly
dropped from the program.
In California, state WIG director
Jack Metz and his staff have set up a
"vendor specific" program, which requires a WIG participant to select a
specific vendor from a list of grocers
under contract with the state. The
vendor's name and WIG authorization number are imprinted on the
participant's WIG vouchers, and the
participant buys WIG foods only at
that store.
Because the grocer's authorization number is printed on each
voucher, a computer can trace a particular voucher to the store where it
was used, and it can show how
much a grocer charged for each
WIG food. The system makes it easy
to identify and take action against
grocers who are overcharging WIG
customers.
Computers are also being used to
enhance WIC 's service to clients
January 1984
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through nutrition surveillance. In
Bradford, Rhode Island, assessment
data for each WIG client-including
height, weight, and blood analysisis computerized and sent to the
Center for Disease Control (CDC) in
Atlanta.
CDC is then able to alert the clinic
of high-risk clients who need special
followup, and also high-risk groups.
"Nutrition surveillance is great for
intervention purposes," says
Gemma Gibbs, Rhode Island's public health nutritionist. "It helps us
put our energy where the problems are."

Upcoming directions ...
As WIG enters its second decade,
program administrators will need to
continue prudent management of
their resources. Working with state
and local program managers to help
them get the best mileage out of
their administrative funds, USDA's
Food and Nutrition Service will be
doing administrative cost analyses
to identify "best practices"-techniques that can be shared among
the state and local operators.
Federal administrators will also be
drawing upon the states' experiences
with vendor monitoring to see if
vendor abuses are a significant prob-

lem needing more attention.
More research and evaluation projects will be underway in 1984, and,
as this research is completed, it may
suggest new policy directions. Some
of the questions being asked are:
What are the actual demographic
characteristics of the current WIG
population? Is WIG serving those at
the greatest nutritional risk in the target population? Are there better
screening techniques-,that can be
used to identify high-risk
participants? And, what is the
impact of nutrition education in
WIG?
Much remains to be learned about
WIG, and while some of the answers
will come from formal evaluations,
many more will come from the
people in local agencies who make
WIG work.
"After 10 years, we're still discovering ways to integrate new
ideas into what we're trying to do,"
says Dorothy Kolodner. "Mothers
sense the sincerity and feel we're
doing something positive ... because,
really, we're building on a very old
idea. One that says, 'I care about
you enough to share my food."'
article by Carol M. Stansfield

Questions and
Answers
onWIC
What is WIC?
WIG is a supplemental food program operated by state and local
health agencies in cooperation with
the U.S. Department of Agriculture
(USDA). The program provides
specially tailored packages of food
along with nutrition education to participating women, infants, and
children.
WIG participants are eligible lowincome persons who are determined
by competent professionals (nutritionists, nurses, physicians, and
other health officials) to be at "nutritional risk" because of inadequate
nutrition, health care, or both.
Through WIG, USDA provides federal funds to participating state
health departments or comparable
state agencies, which in turn
distribute funds to participating
local agencies . The funds pay for
supplemental foods for participants
as well as specified administrative
costs, including costs of nutrition
education.
Indian tribes, bands, groups, or
their authorized representatives may
act as state agencies if they are
recognized by the Bureau of Indian
Affairs of the U.S. Department of the
Interior, or the appropriate area
office of the Indian Health Service of
the U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services.

Who is eligible for WIC?
Pregnant, postpartum, and breastfeeding women, and infants and children up to their fifth birthday are
eligible if they: (1) meet the income
standards; (2) are individually determined to be at nutritional risk and in
need of the supplemental foods the
program offers; and (3) live in an
approved project area (if the state
has a residency requirement) or
belong to special population groups
such as migrant farmworkers, Native
Americans (Indians), or refugees.
Length of residency is not an
eligibility requirement.
"Nutritional risk" is a term used to
8
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indicate abnormal weight gain
during pregnancy, a history of highrisk pregnancies, low birth weight ,
inadequate growth, obesity, anemia,
or an inadequate dietary pattern .
When a local agency has limited
funds to serve additional participants, applicants are classified
according to a priority system based
on nutritional need, and placed on
the program if space becomes
available.

What supplemental foods
do participants receive?
Infants through 3 months of age
receive iron-fortified formula. Older
infants (4 through 12 months)
receive formula, iron-fortified infant
cereal, and fruit juices high in
vitamin C. An infant may receive
formula that is not iron-fortified or
special therapeutic formula when it
is prescribed by a physician for a
specified medical condition .
Participating women and children
receive fortified milk and / or cheese;
eggs; hot or cold cereals high in
iron ; fruit and vegetable juices high
in vitamin C; and either peanut
butter, dry beans, or peas. WIG
provides breastfeeding women with
a food package to meet their extra
nutritional needs.
Women and children with special dietary needs may receive a
package containing cereal, juice,
and special therapeutic formulas .
For a participant to receive this
package, a physician must determine that the participant has a
medical condition that precludes or
restricts the use of conventional
foods and requires a therapeutic
formula.

How do participants
obtain supplemental
foods?
In most states, WIG participants
receive food vouchers to purchase
the supplemental foods at local
grocery stores. These vouchers are
" food-specific," meaning they can
be used only for the foods prescribed by the health or nutrition
professional at the local WI C
agency. In other areas, the foods are
delivered to participants' homes, or
participants pick up the foods from
warehouses .
Each state agency can design a
Ja nuary 1984
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food delivery system to meet its
needs. Some state agencies use a
combination of delivery systems .

What kind of nutrition
education do participants
receive?
Nutrition education is available
to all adult WIG participants, to parents or caretakers of participating
infants and children, and whenever
possible, to participating children .
This nutrition education is designed
to have a practical relationship to
participants' nutritional needs,
household situations, and cultural
preferences .
The goals of WIG nutrition education are to teach the relationship between proper nutrition and good
health, to help the individual at nutritional risk develop better food
habits, and to prevent nutritionrelated problems by showing participants how to best use their supplemental and other foods. WIG
agencies encourage breastfeeding
and counsel pregnant women on its
nutritional advantages .
Federal regulations require local
agencies to provide each WIG
participant with two nutrition education " contacts" per certification
period, which is usually 6 months.

How are local agencies
selected for funding?
Every state agency must rank
areas under its jurisdiction (such as
counties, health districts, or special
populations) in order of greatest

need based on economic and health
statistics. States must target funds
in this order of rank. The state
agency selects a local public or
private nonprofit agency based on
the type of service and capabilities
of the agency and the needs of the
local area. Consideration is given to
each agency according to a priority
system .
The priorities are as follows: (1) a
health agency that can provide both
health and administrative services;
(2) a health or welfare agency that
must contract with another agency
for health or administrative services;
(3) a health agency that must contract with a private physician in
order to provide health services to a
specific category of participant
(such as women, infants, or children) ; (4) a welfare agency that
must contract with a private
physician in order to provide health
services; and (5) a health or welfare
agency that will provide health
services through referral.
For the WIG program , the term
"health services" means ongoing ,
routine pediatric and obstetric care
(such as infant and child care and
prenatal and postpartum examinations) or referral for treatment.

Can eligibility decisions
made by the WIC
program be appealed?
Every state agency is required to
have a fair hearing procedure under
which adult applicants, and parents
or guardians of infant and child applicants, can appeal a denial of
eligibility or a termination made by
the local agency.
9
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MEMORANDUM
April 14, 1984
TO:

Senator Dole

FROM:

Christina Bolton

RE:

Possible Dole WIC Reauthorization Legisla~

As a result of legislative workshops in conjunction with the
National WIC Directors meeting last February, and hearings held
at the full committee and subcommittee level, I think there are
enough recommendations for constructive changes in the WIC
Program to justify a comprehensive WIC reauthorization bill.
1.

Renewal of Authorization:
The first issue to be dealt with in a reauthorization is
the length of time for which the new authorization should
run.
The President ' s Task Force on Food Assistance recommended that the program only be reauthorized for one
year pending the results of the major USDA evaluation
study which are due in this fall.
Testimony from Dr.
Rush of Columbia University who has received the contract
during the full committee hearing on the GAO report seems
to indicate that preliminary data do not reveal any significant differences from previous studies.
Because of the funding mechanisms involved with the current
allocation system for the program, I would recommend a fouryear authorization, and deal with the program the way we
have dealt with food stamps.
If the USDA study indicates that
some changes should be made in the program, there is no reason
we could not make those changes next year anyway, even if the
program is on a four-year reauthorization track.

2.

Carry-Ove~ Funding:
One of the principal problems in WIC now is that states generally
must underspend.
It is impossible for a state to know its exact
WIC expenditures until several months after the fiscal year is
over.
Since states are liable to USDA for any WIC expenditures
in excess of their grants, state administrators typically underspend by a few percentage points to ensure that they do not go
"over the top." Some states have frantically reduced their
caseloads in August and September to assure they do not overspend -- and then ended up with a surplus.
This end of the year
funding transition is anything but smooth, and has remained one
of the major problems that needs to be addressed.
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The National WIC Directors Association has proposed that states
be allowed to spend up to 103% of their food grant in a fiscal
year. Any amount actually spent in excess of 100% of a state's
food grant would then be subtracted from the state's grant for
the following fiscal year.
This would ensure that no additional
federal costs resulted from this provision.
Every year, the Appropriations Committees direct USDA, in their
committee reports, to fully expend the WIC funds provided to
the maximum extent this is feasible.
The provision proposed
by the WIC directors would enable this to occur.
For a Dole bill, I would recommend including a provision of
this type, but at an expenditure limitation as low as 102%
of a state's grant.
3.

Definition of Administrative Funds:
Twenty percent of WIC funds currently go for "administration."
This term has always been misleading, and sometimes subjects
WIC to the criticism that it is heavy on overhead costs.
In
fact, the "administrative" component of WIC includes nutrition
education, blood tests, and other expenses that, in HHS health
programs, are classified as program services rather than administration.
The WIC directors would prefer to see a different term used in
the statute, and Senator Cochran seems to agree on this point.
(comment during full committee hearing). Although the WIC
directors have suggested replacing the term "administrative
costs" with "costs for nutrition services and administration,"
I think a more accurate term would be "costs for nutrition
services and administration."

4.

Reduced Documentation Costs in Nutrition Education:
The statute now requires taht one-sixth of all administrative
funds be spent on nutritioµ education.
State and local WIC
directors complain that USDA regulatory requirements for
documenting that one-sixth of the funds are spend on nutrition
education are unnecessarilty burdensome and entail too much
paperwork.
In a proposed Dole bill, you could add a sentence
to the statute directing USDA to reduce the documentation
requirements in this area. (The specifics of precisely how to
reduce these requirements should not be written into the law,
but should be left up to the Department.)

5.

State Plan Provisions:
In accordance with the Administration's campaign to reduce
regulation, there may be some places in the statute where it
is possible to simplify or reduce state plan requirements.
I
am exploring this area for specifics.
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Cuban labor force was covered for
old age, disability, and survivor's
insurance, while all the labor force
was covered against occupational
accidents and <;liseases, and female
employees had maternity insurance.
In 1959, however, unions and
the right to strike were abolished.
Even in modern Chile, despite deplorable conditions, union workers
can and do strike.
Similarly, the 1940 Cuban Constitution forbade capital punishment. Yet in January 1959 the
death penalty went into effect and
is increasingly applied.
As for Cuba's fishing fleet, it does
double duty: aiding Soviet intelligence and shipping Cuban soldiers
to Africa. The parallel markets are
no great feat either considering that
they were established to compete
with a flourishing black market.
They are hardly beneficial when the
average wage per person is $150 a
month, providing only $5 a day.
Prices on the parallel markets as of
June 1984 were: white-sauced
cheese, $3.50 a pound; rice, $1.20 a
pound; lard (a mainstay of Cuban
cooking), $3.50 a pound; tomato
sauce, $3.50 a bottle; white refined
sugar, $1 a pound; beef, $5 a
pound; and $3.50 for 1 ½ ounces of
coffee!
Prior to the revolution Cuba's
only rival in material wealth was
oil-rich Venezuela. Today, despite
an enormous subsidy from the Soviet Union and a debt to the West,
Cuba with a per capita income of
only $800 per year is one of the
poorest countries in Latin America.
Only Cuba's military expenditure,
which amounts to 10 percent of her
GNP, surpasses her Latin American
neighbors.
. One of the main reasons for the
19th-century wars of independence
and a major issue of the revolution
was to free Cuba from its economic
enslavement to sugar. In 1958
sugar represented 78 percent of
total exports; 20 years after the
revolution it represented almost 90
percent. Mr. Castro's sugar economy, however, is far from sweet. In
25 years, he has failed to deliver
both the economic and spiritual
goods.
8
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Infant Mortality
Dear Sir:
In Carol Adelman's "Baby Feat "
(Summer 1984) comments of mine
on the Food Research and Action
Center (FRAC) 1983 infant mortality study are quoted as the first
example of how the report was
"sharply refuted by a number of
scientists." Your selective quote
not only fails to reflect the sub-

tioning that its survey
"should not be taken as the
'last word' ... but . .. should
cause responsible people in
public life to take a second
look .... "
Peter P. Budetti
Associate Professor of Social
Medicine in Pediatrics
University of California, San
Francisco
Washington, D.C.

"Thus far there is scant evidence demonstrating
that traditional maternal child health programs
improve birthweights among the disadvantaged,
especially among blacks."
Carol Adelman

stance of my testimony but also
serves to cloud even further the debate over this critical social topic.
My statement that FRAC's conclusion was not accurate referred to
the limitations of its statistical analysis. In the paragraph immediately
pre.c eding the one cited, I commented on Assistant Secretary
Brandt's optimistic interpretation
of the flaws in FRAC's analysis by
noting that "I believe that the inference that there is nothing to worry about is nearly as unwarranted
as the conclusions that were criticized."
My concluding remarks best capture the point of my testimony:
In summary ... many of the
factors known to be associated with infant mortality are
heading in a dangerous direction and need vigorous, careful, and continuous scrutiny.
We should not require that a
statistically significant, larger
number of babies die every
year for a substantial number
of years before we pay attention to warning signs that
might indicate a reversal of
health status at such a basic
level in this country. FRAC
itself rai sed this point in cau -

Dear Sir:
Carol Adelman's instructive article "Baby Feat" puts into perspective a public policy issue that is
more often awash in the blinding
glare of emotionalism than in the
spotlight of thoughtfulness. The issue-infant mortality rates in the
United States-is one in which I
have had a longstanding interest.
In her article, Ms. Adelman observes that infant mortality rates
have steadily declined in the United
States and in other developed nations. Yet because we still have a
disproportionately higher number
of low-weight, high-risk infants
than countries such as Sweden and
Japan, our infant mortality rates
continue to compare unfavorably
with theirs. Thus, Ms. Adelman
continues, to reduce infant mortality further in the United States it
will be necessary to lower the incidence of low birthweight.
But, she also observes, we are not
entirely clear about which policies
will promote this outcome. Our
best hope seems to lie in the promotion of preventive services to highrisk mothers and their children.
I am an advocate of the Special
Supplemental f ood Progr;1111 for
Policy Review
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Women, Infants, and Children
(WIC), which was designed to provide nutritiou s suppleme ntal foods
to pregnan t, postpar tum, and
breastfee ding women, and to infants and children who are determined to be at "nutritio nal risk"
because of inadequa te diets and inadequate income. WIC has consistently demonst rated its effective ness in health terms, as well as in
cost effectiveness. A major study at
the Harvard School of Public
Health found that each $1 spent in
the prenatal compone nt of WIC
avens $3 in hospitali zation costs
due to the reduced number of low
birthweig ht infants requiring hospitalizati on. A recent GAO report
states that WIC decreases the proportion of low birthweig hts for infants born to women eligible for
WIC by 16 to 20 percent. And the
Missour i Departm ent of Public
Health found that the incidence of
low birthweig ht was reduced more
than 50 percent among babies born
to mothers who particip ated in
WIC for more than six months
prior to delivery.
Perhaps the WIC program best
exemplif ies the federal government's approac h to preventi ve
medicine and health promotio n for
pregnan t women. Our commitment to this program is shown in its
budgetary increases . Between 1980
and 1984, outlays for the program
almost doubled. In fiscal year 1984,
$1.36 billion provided 3 million
women, infants, and children with
nutritiona l suppleme nts.
Progress has been made and continues to be made in reducing the
number of infant deaths in our
country, although more needs to be
done. Through the provision of services, through the promotio n of research, and through the nutrition al
education of young mothers, public
policies have taken a lead in addressing this most vexing program.
I am grateful for Carol Adelman 's
serious review of the issue, and I am
sure that a similar review, perhaps
done a year from now, would show
even more positive findings.
Senator Bob Dole, Chairma n
U.S. Senate Committ ee on Finance
Washington, D.C.
Letters
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Carol Adelman replies:
I was pleased to receive the responses from Capitol Hill to my
article on infant mortality .
In matters of science and public
policy, it is essential to examine
first premises. The first premise addressed in Dr. Budetti's testimony
was whether, as FRAC claimed, the
steady decline in infant mortality in
the Un ited States was being reversed. On that, we agree. Officials
from the Departm ent of Health and
Human Services (HHS) and various
other scientists agree with us that
FRAC's conclus ion-the major
premise of its report and indeed
cause for the debate-w as wrong.
Facts are one thing. Speculati on
is another. Dr. Budetti speculates
that the factors associated with infant mortality were heading in a
dangerou s direction . Yet this is irrelevant to the issue at hand:
FRAC's inaccura cies and politicizatio n of the issue.
Moreove r, Dr. Budetti's concern
with "warnin g signs" (recessio n
and high unemplo yment) is misplaced. Over the last several decades, infant mortality has steadily
declined regardles s of economi c
fluctuatio ns.
The debate on infant mortality is
not clouded by a choice of one
quote over others. It is clouded
when a group, such as FRAC,
fraudulen tly claims, under the guise
of scientific facts and figures, that
infant mortality is rising.
Senator Dole has rightly characterized this debate as one "awash in
the blinding glare of emotiona lism." I agree with th e senator's
general response to the low birthweight problem -promot ing preventive services to high-risk mothers and their babies. Yet it is
importan t to examine whether his
combina tion of prescript ions holds
the best hope for a remedy.
For example , the senator cites
three studies which found positive
effects of the federal food program
for women, infants, and children
(WIC). The General Account ing
Office reviewed 39 studies of
WI C's effectiveness in reducing low
birthweig ht. They were able to rate
only six studies as medium to high
quality. From these the GAO

writes, "They give some support,
but not conclusive evidence, for the
claims that WIC increases infant
birth weights."
The report underscores the need
to design better evalutions. Only recently, however , has a nationalscale evaluatio n with the appropriate scientific design begun to assess
WIC's overall effectiveness. There
is regrettab ly little firm evidence
that this $1.36 billion yearly program helps solve the problems it
was designed and is funded to
solve.
Various researche rs have commented on the inconclusive results
of feeding programs . A leading scientist in this field, Dr. David Rush,
states that unless infant mortality is
lowered "it is not at all certain that
small changes in birth weight confer
other health benefits." And on this
point there is virtualiy no credibie
evidence of WIC's effect on infant
deaths. Nor has the program been
shown to affect the most importan t
cause of infant mortali ty-premature births or babies born before
37 weeks of gestation. Despite all
the social programs in the 1970s,
prematur ity declined only slightly
and blacks still show over twice the
rate of whites. Similarly, from 1950
to 1972 there was an apparent increase in prematur ity rates despite
general improvem ents in socioeconomic condition s.
Thus far there is scant evidence
demonstr ating that traditiona l maternal child health program s improve birthweig hts among the disadvanta ged, especial ly among
blacks. Some new approach es now
underwa y--early detection of prema tu re lab or among high-ris k
mothers and its treatmen t, reducing
physical and emotiona l stress, and
controlli ng drugs and smoking durmg pregnan cy-are more prom1s-

111g.
An analysis by HHS, however,
reveals a perplexin g disparity. Even
mature, married, college-educated
black women who have received
prenatal care remain twice as likely
to have low birthweig ht babies as
their white counterp arts. Clearly,
we do not have all the solutions ,
and much more research is needed.
Some might argue that even
9
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should a food program have minimal nutrition al results, it still provides an income transfer to the
poor, it may serve to attract poor
mothers to other needed services,
and, after all, such program s are a
small percentag e of the total federal
budget. If so, until the results of the
national evaluatio n are complete d,
WIC should be justified on this
basis and not on the basis of reducing low birthweig hts and mortality .
Above all, we are fooling ourselves if, in the defense of longstanding program s, we are prevented from research ing the real
causes of low birthwei ght and
focusing federal and private efforts
on new, more promising approaches.

Back to Basics
Dear Sir:
Chester E. Finn's article "Gee,
Officer Krupke" (Summer 1984)
unfortun ately contribut es little to
the ongoing dialogue on our nation's schools. Mr. Finn continual ly
ascribes to NEA or the "educatio n
professio n" positions that are not
ours, then argues against these
positions .
His article, for instance, decries
the evils of social promotio ns, but
fails to note that teachers and the
NEA vehemen tly oppose social
promoti ons. Teacher s, in fact,
often recomme nd retention for students who need more time to master basic skills only to have these
recomme ndations overruled by administra tors at the insistenc e of
parents.
Mr. Finn also writes of an
"educat ion professi on ... obsessed" with a "fear" of raising
standard s beyond the reach of
members of "historica lly disadvan taged groups." But teachers do
not-and have not-sup ported
lower standard s. Standard s should
be set high, and all students should
be given the help they need to reach
these high standard s.
Let me bnefly outline NEA's
stands on basic education al issues.
We want to see excellenc e in
every classroom . We believe that
excellen ce cannot be obtained
witho ut a commitm ent to equity in
Letters
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education . We believe that teaching
salaries should be high enough to
attract outstand ing young people
into educatio n-and high enough
to keep outstand ing teachers in the
classroom .
We believe that every teacher
ought to be regularly observed and
evaluate d by trained evaluato rs.
We believe that incompet ent teachers should be dismissed, not receive
lower pay than other teachers
somehow deemed more "meritorious."
We believe that control of education should remain with local
communi ties and that all levels of
governm ent-loca l, state, and federal-sho uld help provide local
school districts and colleges with
the support they need to achieve
excellence.
Finally, we believe that education must be a top national priority,
not a political football. We reject
those who play "show and tell"
with educatio n's needs before elections, and then play "hide and
seek" with education funding after
the voters have gone home.
NEA's 1. 7 million members do
not expect everyone to agree on all
the various proposal s about how
to achieve education al excellence.
But we do believe it's time for all
concerne d to work cooperat ively
toward the education al excellence
everyone seeks.
Mary Harwood Futrell
President
The National Educatio n
Association of the United States
Washing ton, D.C.

Chester E. Finn replies:
I do not doubt that Mrs. Futrell
believes what she says, but the organizatio n of which she is president
regrettab ly does not seem to agree
with her.
The National Educatio n Association (NEA) at its July 1984
conventi on in Minneap olis categorically rejected the reforms that
Mrs. Futrell claims it supports.
The Los Angeles Times reported:
After a year of internal debate, the NEA has not decided to change its basic

views. Its report, for example,
restates the union's "unalterable oppositi on" to socalled "merit pay plans" or,
for that matter, "any alternative compens ation plan"
that is not based on "acrossthe-boar d salary increases
[for] all teachers. "
The New York Times also found
the NEA hostile to reform:
There is little sympath y
among the leaders of the 1. 7
million education group [sicl
for any chanse in promotio n
and evaluati on procedur es
that some say might pit teachers against each other. The
difference of opinion here revolved only around the question of how firm the rejection
should be.
A recent poll undertak en by
Louis Harris and Associates reveals
that the NEA does not represent the
views of the vast majority of American teachers, over 80 percent of
whom favor teacher testing, teacher career ladders, and more expeditious means of dismissing incompetent teachers , as well as more
rigorous requirem ents and promotion standard s for students.
Today the National Educatio n
Associati on is not responsive to or
reflectiv e of the views of most
American teachers. It is certainly
not responsive to or reflective of the
views of most America n parents
and taxpayers .
At a time marked by the most
remarkab le public enthusias m for
better schools that anyone can recall, our largest organiza tion of educators has chosen to stonewal l.
This is not the view only of cranks,
Republic ans, or union-ba iters. Said
the Los Angeles Times editorially, a
few days after the NEA conventio n,
"The only obstacle still left to merit
and competen cy systems is union
leadersh ip itself. Leaders would
certainly be well advised, particularly in light of their aggressive reformist rhetoric, to join in support
for these programs .... If they do
not, they could choke off the momentum toward educatio n improvements. If that happens, teachers as
well as students would suffer."
11
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS
1.

Require that when children receive benefits under the Child Care Food
Program (section 17 of the National School Lunch Act) that the WIC
foods provided to them be tailored accordingly.

2.

Amend section 9(d)(l) of the National School Lunch Act to cover WIC.
This section now says that the Secretary sh~ll require, as a condition
of eligibility for receipt of free or reduced-price lunches, that the
Social Security numbers of adult household members be provided. This
should be amended to say 11 • • • as a condition of eligibility for free or
reduced-price lunches, or of supplemental foods under section 17 of the
Child Nutrition Act, •.• 11

3.

Incorporate the prov1s1on of H.R. 7 that allows the Secretary the
flexibility to use some Jf the $3 million reserved under section 17(g)
-- and now restricted to evaluations and pilot projects -- for
technical assistance contracts to improve state agency administrative
systems.

4.

Incorporate the provision of S. 2545 calling for an annual USDA report
on the income and nutritional status of WIC participants, but make it
due every other year rather than on an annual basis.

5.

Include a provision requiring the state to seek recovery of the value
of excess benefits except in cases in which the state finds this would
not be cost-effective or in which no fraud or intentional
misrepresentation was involved. Suggested language:
Add a new section 17(f)(15)
(15) If a State agency determines that a member of a family has
received an overissuance of benefits under the program authorized by
this section, the State agency shall seek to recover from the famil'\JW,
in cash, an amount that the State agency determines is equal to thel
value of the overissued benefits, except that the State agency need not
take such action if it determines that such action would not be
cost-effective or if the overissuance was not due to fraud or
intentional misrepresentation on the part of a family member.".
11

6.

Delete the requirement of section 17(j) for an annual report of WIC
services for migrants.

7.

Change the time period for processing applicants from "twenty days" to
"thirty days" in section 17(f)(7).

8.

Delete the first and second sentences of section 17(f)(8) that requires
public announcement of WIC benefits. Retain the third sentence, which
would read:
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"{8) Information on the availability of program benefits, including the
eligibility criteria for participation and the location of local
agencies operating the program,shall be distributed to ••• "
[rest of the sentence is unchanged]
9.

Replace the public hearing requirements of section 17{f){2) with a
provision requiring state agencies to establish some mechanism or
procedure to secure public comment on the state WIC plan.

10. Revise section 17{1) to read as follows:
"(f)(l){A) Each State agency shall submit annually to the.Secretar~ by
a date specified by the SecretarY, a plan of operation and
administration for a fiscal year.
(B) In order to be eligible to receive funds under this section for
a fiscal year, a State agency must receive the approval of the
Secretaryfof' the plan submitted for the fiscal year.
(C) The plan shall include, among such other information as the
Secretary may require -(i)

plans to provide program benefits and nutrition
education under this section to eligible migrants and
Indians;

(ii)

a description of the State agency's food delivery
system, in accordance with standards developed by the
Secretary; and

(iii)

a description of State agency plans to coordinate
operations under the program with services such as, but
not limited to, the expanded food and nutrition
education program, immunization programs, prenatal care,
well-child care, alcohol to drug abuse counseling, child
abuse counseling, family planning, and the food stamp
program.

(D)

The Secretary may permit a State agency to submit only those
parts of a plan which differ from plans submitted for previous
fiscal years.

(E)

The Secretary may not approve any plan that permits a person to
participate simultaneously in both the program authorized under
this section and the commodity supplemental food program
authorized under sections 4 and 5 of the Agriculture and
Consumer Protection Act of 1973 (7 U.S.C. 612c note).".
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